JAKKALSE EN PLANNE
I am often asked on courses, what you can do to increase
the kill rate on jackals not coming in; well so many reasons
are the reason why they don’t. BUT this may help; for those
who know me KNOW well I am a guy who promotes more
than a single caller when calling ALWAYS!.

Our digital electronic callers made in South Africa

This is a diagram of a layout I make use of A LOT
when I call, dit help my baie en it gets a lot of attention
from jackal because of inquisitiveness, nuuskierigheid,
dit help om hulle beter in te roep.
Digital 1
Kos geluid / food sound
WIND
100m

100m

Jackal Bark caller /BLAWE
100m

50m / 70m

DIGITAL 2
SAME SOUND / SELFDE KOS GELUID
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Trek bakkie weg van pad AF, face into the wind, and place the
food callers into the wind, 100m away, and 50m to each side of
the road at a 45 degree angle.
Sit die een roeper op 1 minute, put one caller to go off every 1
minute and the other kos, food caller with the same sound
playing to go off every 2 minutes, tweede caller gaan elke 2
minute af.
This makes it seem like a distressed animal is moving around.
Place the jackal vocal caller to go off every 15 minutes,
sometimes 8 minutes (placed downwind across road on the
other side to the wind travel direction).

This system creates a story, and gets the interest level of a
jackal to rise, it does work, I use this all the time to hunt and it
does work. I called and killed 39 jackals in the last 4 hunts in
Vrystaat with witnesses and know first hand it works.
By using 3 calls creates a story and can be used just about any
time of the year, food and a jackal barking creates interest and
also makes other local jackals more peed off, they make
mistakes and you will notice they 99% of time get the wind
wrong and approach from an incorrect direction.
It confuses them in the approach and makes them make
mistakes, by using 3 calls helps you shoot NOT ONLY the
smaller dumber ones, after you use this system make a note of
jackals and ages, and after 5 months see just how many bigger
and older jackals you called in!
I promote these tips on my courses, and we have a lot of
success when implementing this style of calling.
Remember jackals are pack animals, so create a story line, and
you will see how more success you get this way.
So, in general, put two food calls with the same food sound on
both into the wind 100m away, and 50 m- 70m apart and at a 45
degree angle from the truck, the jackal barker downwind at
100m away in direction of wind, across the road to the side,
play on one food call sound to play at 1 minute, the other caller
at every 2 minutes and the barker to bark every 15 minutes.

The prices of our digital callers are R950-00, a
bargain for what you get, sounds included, battery
and all complete, you need nothing else, just push
play and gooi!
0824853885
I also use this sequence, one caller set on 1
minute and the other caller on 4 minutes, both
food calls, the third caller is the jackal barker

